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EyeBatch Serial Key is
a batch converter with
over 50 functions to
turn source images into
DCTed, resized, RGB,
greyscale, bit depth
adjusted, color-
corrected, photo-
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edited, color-corrected,
RGB merged, alpha
channel (16, 256,
CMYK, ICC, 8-bit,
24-bit) images or
transformations. Other
than resizing, the
EyeBatch batch
converter supports
converting to multiple
(up to 20) formats
including: PNG, GIF,
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G3/G4 TIFF, JPEG,
WBMP, BMP, TGA,
EMF, PSD, and more.
EyeBatch can be used
to perform any of the
following tasks: ￭
Enhance colors and
convert them to a
specific RGB/Greyscal
e/CMYK/ICC/8-bit/24
-bit/alpha-channel ￭
Apply different effect
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filters to create image
previews or work on a
fixed background ￭
Perform image
resizing, cropping,
rotating, flipping,
cropping, resizing,
clipping, masking and
merging ￭ Convert
files into different files
or folders ￭ Split color
channels (Use Separate
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function for every
channel - RGB,
Grayscale, CMYK,
ICC, Alpha,
Transparency,
Transparency Mask) ￭
Save and convert files
from multiple sources
￭ Save and convert
files from multiple
formats ￭ Resize and
convert files to various
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image sizes ￭ Convert
to different formats
(ex. GIF to PNG, BMP
to PNG, TIFF to PNG)
￭ Change the file name
￭ Apply the same
effect to hundreds of
files ￭ Preview image
with lossy JPEG, TIFF
and GIF compression
effects ￭ Convert to
8-bit or 24-bit files ￭
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Convert to RGB,
CMYK, ICC, alpha
channel, Transparency,
Transparency Mask,
RGB, Multiline, DCT,
Customized, EXIF,
EMF and PSD ￭ 7
script functions (Edit,
Resize, Overlay,
Shadow, Emboss,
Embed, AlphaSplit,
Rotate) ￭ More than 50
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functions (ex. black
and white) ￭ Batch
Image Edit Control
Functions ￭ Bit depths
(8-bit, 24-bit) ￭
8/24-bit image Overlay
￭ 09e8f5149f
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EyeBatch

EyeBatch is a powerful
and intuitive batch
image processor that
can apply image
commands to a set of
multiple pictures. A
dynamic preview
image will show file
size, dimensions, and
bit depth of both the
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source and destination
image, including
effects due to changing
color depth or lossy
JPEG compression.
EyeBatch is designed
for non-specialists.
EyeBatch is a powerful
and intuitive batch
image processor that
can apply image
commands to a set of
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multiple pictures. A
dynamic preview
image will show file
size, dimensions, and
bit depth of both the
source and destination
image, including
effects due to changing
color depth or lossy
JPEG compression.
EyeBatch is designed
for non-specialists.
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EyeBatch is a powerful
and intuitive batch
image processor that
can apply image
commands to a set of
multiple pictures. A
dynamic preview
image will show file
size, dimensions, and
bit depth of both the
source and destination
image, including
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effects due to changing
color depth or lossy
JPEG compression.
Image Beat Pack 3 |
Windows 7 Image Beat
Pack 3 includes Vista
compatible image
transformation filters.
Some of the filters
included in the Image
Beat Pack 3 are:
Vibrance/Saturation
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LChHue hue-
Saturation Lab/Channel
Mixer
Red/Green/Blue/Alpha
Mixer SOV/Value
Mixer Eye Bleach Eye
Gaze Eye Contrast Eye
Flicker Eye Grain Eye
High Pass Eye Hue Eye
Mix Eye Nod Eye
Ripple Eye Smudge
Image Beat Pack 3 will
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not work on 32-bit
Vista or Windows 7.
Visual Thoughts
COLLAGE tool is easy
to use, and it has many
useful features. Easily
batch-produce collages,
slideshows, photo
frames, calendars,
greeting cards,
bookmarks. Easy to
use. Combine existing
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files into an eye-
catching collage,
bookmark or photo
frame. Visual Thoughts
is a simple and intuitive
Photoshop plugin.
Easily batch-produce
photo collages, slide
shows, calendars,
bookmarks and many
more. Collages, photos,
calendar, notes,
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bookmarks are the way
to go... Try now! Visual
Thoughts is a simple
and intuitive Photoshop
plugin. Easily batch-
produce photo collages,
slide shows, calendars,
bookmarks and many
more. Collages, photos,
calendar, notes,
bookmarks are the way
to go... Try now! Image
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Batch

What's New In?

EyeBatch lets you
perform batch image
processing - all from
within a single window.
EyeBatch then puts all
the results back
together into a single
displayable image.
What's New in
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EyeBatch 1.0.0 This
version focuses on
improving the
robustness and fixing
bugs. Basic
Capabilities: ￭ New
Thumbnail creation ￭
Thumbnail File format
support. ￭ Load all
files from selected
folder or directory ￭
Move files between
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folders ￭ Remove files
from folder ￭ Rename
files ￭ Create and
Delete empty folders ￭
Create and Delete
empty subfolders ￭
Create and Delete
nonempty subfolders ￭
Enumerate files and
subfolders ￭
Enumerate Properties
of all files and
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subfolders ￭ Rename a
file or subfolder ￭
Change file and
subfolder attributes ￭
Delete a file or folder
￭ Reload images from
the current source
folder ￭ Save an image
to a new destination
folder ￭ Load and Save
image files ￭ Resize
image files - custom
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size and quality ￭ Brig
htness/Contrast/Color
Level adjustments ￭
Rotate image files -
custom angle and
quality ￭ Create
thumbnails from any
image ￭ Concatenate
images (overlay two
images, then combine
into a single image) ￭
Split color channels ￭
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Change image file
format ￭ Extract image
info into text ￭ Embed
text inside JPEG or
PNG images ￭ Save
image to clipboard
Advanced Capabilities:
￭ Image effects - 16
color effect filters ￭
Image effects - 7 blur
filters ￭ Image effects
- embossing (6 shapes:
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eggs, chessboard, line,
fractal, butterfly,
picasso) ￭ Image
effects - automatic
TWAIN thumbnail
creation ￭ Image
effects - 4 gray masks
(black, blue, green and
red) ￭ Image effects -
stretch/crop and resize
(13 resampling
methods) ￭ Image
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effects - 3 drop shadow
filters (basic, high
contrast, soft) ￭ Image
effects - 3 edge filters
(bump, echo, matte) ￭
Compressed images -
decompress any image
format �
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System Requirements For EyeBatch:

OS: Windows 7 SP1
64-bit, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1
Processor: Intel Core i3
(2 GHz), AMD Athlon
X2 (2 GHz) Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9 compatible
(any card that's at least
256 MB will work)
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DirectX: Version 9.0
Direct3D: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband
internet connection
Storage: 800 MB
available space Sound
Card: DirectX 9
compatible Additional
Notes: Keyboard &
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